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Abstract: Battery energy storage systems have gained increasing interest for serving grid support
in various application tasks. In particular, systems based on lithium-ion batteries have evolved
rapidly with a wide range of cell technologies and system architectures available on the market.
On the application side, different tasks for storage deployment demand distinct properties of the
storage system. This review aims to serve as a guideline for best choice of battery technology,
system design and operation for lithium-ion based storage systems to match a specific system
application. Starting with an overview to lithium-ion battery technologies and their characteristics
with respect to performance and aging, the storage system design is analyzed in detail based on an
evaluation of real-world projects. Typical storage system applications are grouped and classified
with respect to the challenges posed to the battery system. Publicly available modeling tools for
technical and economic analysis are presented. A brief analysis of optimization approaches aims to
point out challenges and potential solution techniques for system sizing, positioning and dispatch
operation. For all areas reviewed herein, expected improvements and possible future developments
are highlighted. In order to extract the full potential of stationary battery storage systems and
to enable increased profitability of systems, future research should aim to a holistic system level
approach combining not only performance tuning on a battery cell level and careful analysis of the
application requirements, but also consider a proper selection of storage sub-components as well as
an optimized system operation strategy.

Keywords: battery energy storage; lithium ion; storage system design; grid connection; stationary
application; operation strategy; techno-economic analysis; battery aging; storage modelling; optimization

1. Introduction

In academia, it is common sense, that an intensified deployment of Renewable Energy Sources
(RES) is the most promising strategy to pave a way towards a highly desired more sustainable electricity
supply [1]. The analysis of recent developments clearly shows an ongoing success of increasing RES
penetration and allows a projection towards RES having a crucial role of energy supply in a future
sustainable energy system [2]. With higher shares of Photovoltaic (PV) and wind-turbine electric
generators installed in modern power grids, the task of balancing electricity demand and power
supply over time for all demand points connected to the grid becomes increasingly challenging [3].
It is necessary to match distributed and intermittent power generation with load demand for all
times within the entire grid. While measures taken in power grid expansion and flexible demand
allow for improved relocation and balancing of electricity flows, Energy Storage Systems (ESS) are
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capable to effectively equalize fluctuations and can compensate a mismatch of power generation and
consumption via a coordinated power supply and energy time-shift.

Comprehensive overview to the manifold ESS technologies and their suitability to grid relieving
applications have been given in various contributions [4–7]. Therein individual strength and drawbacks
among the competing technologies are highlighted and it has been shown that their suitability might
vary strongly with the proposed field of application. An approach to quantitatively compare various
different storage technologies with respect to efficiency, power and energy density, response time,
maturity and other performance indicators are presented, e.g., in [6,8]. Overview to presently installed
ESS capacities and potential future developments is given elsewhere in more detail [9]. In brief, global
storage capacity amounts to approximately 4.67 TWh in 2017 and is predicted to rise to 11.89–15.72 TWh
in 2030. Despite Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) hold only a minor share at present, total battery
capacity in stationary applications is foreseen with exceptionally high growth rates in their reference
case prediction, i.e., rise from a present 11 GWh (2017) to between 100 GWh and 167 GWh in 2030 [9].
A recent review by Weitzel et al. [10] underlines, that the number of publications in the field of BESS
has strongly exceeded any other type of electrical energy storage technology. This is attributed mainly
to some strong advantages of BESS over other competing storage technologies including very fast
response time, high efficiency, low self-discharge and feasibility of scaling due to a modular structure.
While the authors describe the energy management and system optimization for various types of ESS
in detail, the review does neither give insight to the design of BESS nor provide a guide to cost-benefit
analysis for storage systems in stationary applications, which is the scope of this work.

Meanwhile, for BESS market growth and future cost prediction analyses have been conducted for
both Electric Vehicles (EV) [11] and stationary system integration [12] showing a similar overall trend
of significant cost decline attributed mostly to increase of battery cell production capacity. Interestingly,
an experience curve analysis reveals the discrepancy of cost reductions observed in the past and
projected for the future at the battery cell and the full storage system level: An average annual cost
decline of prominent 30% on the cell level but only 12% on the system level have been identified [12].
Furthermore, this work points to a dramatic uncertainty in resulting cost for Lithium-Ion Battery (LIB)
based storage systems: a vague range of 75–1130 US$/kWh has been derived from cost projections at a
potential future production capacity of 1 TWh [12]. It can be concluded, that there is need for increased
attention and further R&D on the storage system level to lower cost and improve the performance at
the system level, where the application-specific value creation takes place.

All aforementioned high-quality contributions clearly contribute to the understanding of
individual important aspects using batteries for stationary storage systems, e.g., the requirements
for grid-connected BESS applications, storage system design, battery technology as well as energy
management and operational control. However, there seems to be lack of a reviewing work providing a
summary and a holistic overview to LIB based storage system design tailored specifically to stationary
grid-connected applications. This work aims to bridge among the existent literature by providing a
comparative analysis and may serve as a guideline to technology choice, system design concept and
operation management for future LIB based stationary storage systems. It includes also a framework
for profitability analysis and optimization of BESS with one or multiple applications and highlights
directions for future research.

Figure 1 gives a schematic and formalized overview to the interface of a LIB storage system with
the electric grid and highlights components, keywords and aspects of major importance for the analysis
and discussion of this review: In brief, a LIB storage system typically includes the battery itself (battery
cells assembled to modules and optional pack configurations), a thermal concept or Thermal Management
System (TMS) (which may be subdivided to Battery-TMS (B-TMS) and System-TMS (S-TMS)), as well
as an Energy Management System (EMS) control. Depending on the application of choice, the power
electronics system may consist of single or multiple voltage inverter units (DC/AC link) and potentially
a transformer coupling element for integration to higher grid voltage levels. The application side
determines attainable profit (alternatively also value generation via increased reliability or savings
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due to a reduction of the customer’s electricity bill) via integration of the storage system and affects
strongly the prerequisites for placement and operation of the storage unit. Appropriate sizing of the
storage system (battery and power electronics) is a further criterion for system optimization, as for
revenue maximization not only profits attainable but also the upfront cost for investments and potential
replacement costs have to be taken into account.
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Figure 1. Formalized schematic drawing of a battery storage system, power system coupling and grid
interface components. Keywords highlight technically and economically relevant aspects analyzed in
this review.

Equation (1) provides a possible approach to a simplified cost-benefit analysis: It summarizes
the major contributions necessary for a Return on Investment (ROI) analysis as has been proposed
for the economic analysis of residential storage systems [13,14]. Other recent work underlines that
cost-benefit analyses based on Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) used effectively e.g., for the
economic assessment of RES generation is subject to strong variation when applied to BESS assessment
and depends e.g., on the application choice [15–17]. As such ROI analysis is preferred to LCOE for
valuation and direct comparison of storage systems. Furthermore, for the shake of simplicity we
limit the discussion to a net present value cost, annualized cost models are described elsewhere [16].
To estimate a project ROI, on the cost side all relevant factors of a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
analysis have to be taken into account: One may differentiate among investment (Cinv) and operational
cost (COPEX) but should consider also depreciation periods or salvage cost to account for a technology
lifetime [18]. Based on this approach, for the battery systems reviewed herein, an explicit reference
to degradation related replacement cost (Cdegrade) is introduced accounting for material fatigue and
degradation related cost. The economic benefit of storage integration PAPL may emerge from direct
profit generation (e.g., arbitrage energy trade), cost savings (e.g., reduced electricity tariff) or value
generation via improved reliability (e.g., via Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) functionality) [16].
For ROI analysis the annualized profit (PAPL) and cost flow (COPEX and Cdegrade) may be lumped to
overall project return (Areturn). Individual contributions to the economic parameters introduced will
be referred to in the subsequent technically oriented discussion.

ROI =
Areturn −Cinv

Cinv
=

(PAPL −COPEX −Cdegrade)−Cinv

Cinv
(1)
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Some technically oriented cost-factor contributions are summarized in Table 1. Several other
factors to be considered on the cost side (e.g., real estate, insurance, interest rate, grid fees, maintenance,
taxes and warranty contracts) are to be noted also, but will not be further discussed in this review.

Table 1. Overview to cost and profitability drivers for a technically oriented valuation of stationary
storage systems.

Cost factor Symbol Major Contributors

Profit and Savings PAPL
Application-specific Profit or Savings

(Power-related, Energy-related and/or Reliability-related)

Investment Cost Cinv
Cost of Storage (Battery, Periphery, Casing)

Cost of Grid Coupling (Power Electronics, Transformer)

Operational Cost COPEX

Conversion Losses (Power Electronics, Transformer, Battery)
Auxiliary Consumption (TMS, Control and Monitoring)
Other Operational Cost (Labor, Insurance, Maintenance)

Degradation and Cdegrade
Battery Degradation (Capacity Fade, Resistance Increase)

Replacement Cost Replacement Cost for Fatigued Materials (e.g., Battery, Power Electronics)

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes important aspects
on the performance and degradation behavior of LIB cells suitable for stationary applications.
While Section 3 gives an overview to possible design of LIB based stationary storage, Section 4
classifies and distinguishes among prominent applications for BESS grid integration. The subsequent
Section 5 presents modeling tools and analyzes system optimization for LIB based storage systems
based on the aforementioned aspects. Section 6 summarizes the main findings and gives an outlook to
future developments.

2. Lithium-Ion Battery Technology—Performance and Aging

Analyzing the LIB cell as core component of the battery storage system is essential for understanding
the electrical and thermal characteristics as well as the degradation behavior of the entire storage system.

As in this review a detailed overview of battery materials is not the scope, we limit ourselves to
describing three state-of-art technologies frequently employed for stationary storage systems based on
a Carbon-Graphite (C) anode with Metal-Oxide (MOX)-type cathode: Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum-Oxide
(NCA), Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC) and Lithium-Iron-Phosphate (LFP). In the subsequent
outlook a promising candidate for future systems (Lithium-Titanate-Oxide (LTO) anode with
metal-oxide cathode) is briefly discussed. A more comprehensive and detailed overview to the
wide class of materials used for battery storage can be found elsewhere [19–21]. Figure 2 provides a
schematic cross-section view of the active components and function principle of a typical state-of-art
LIB cell relying on the intercalation of Lithium-ions (Li+) with graphite anode and metal-oxide type
cathode shuttled via an organic liquid electrolyte. Aluminum (Al) and copper (Cu) serve as current
collectors at the electrodes, respectively, as these materials exhibit desired stability and oxidation
potentials [22]. As the interface of organic electrolytes with electrode materials is thermodynamically
not stable, a Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) is formed particularly on the Graphite anode side mainly
during the first charge-discharge cycles. This Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) layer protects the anode
from a direct electrolyte exposure as it is electronically not conductive. However, as the SEI is not
an ideal insulator it may grow slowly during further operation resulting in a loss of active Lithium.
Battery capacity loss and increased resistance are often linked to this process [23].
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Figure 2. Schematic of a typical dual-intercalation LIB cell with graphite anode and metal-oxide
type cathode.

2.1. Characteristics and Performance

Daniel et al. have described in detail materials suitable for lithium-ion intercalation systems and
provided a link to several battery performance parameters relevant for LIB based stationary storage
systems [19]. These include:

• Safety and maturity on the battery cell level
• Power capability and charge/discharge characteristics
• Energy contents of the battery cell
• Cycling efficiency and self-discharge
• Material and battery cell cost
• Degradation and aging phenomena

Variations of anode and cathode materials, their respective layer thickness, cell containment, as
well as separator and electrolyte composition allow for tuning of specific aforementioned parameters
but are typically at the cost of other performance indicators.

Various cell formats exist for state-of-art LIB cells, being cylindrical, prismatic and pouch format.
Cell containment is of importance, as it may feature safety aspects and can also impact the thermal
management and storage system assembly aspects discussed subsequently (cf. Section 3). More details
on cell containment are discussed in [20].

While Table 2 provides a literature-based qualitative comparison of LIB performance parameters,
Table 3 summarizes data-sheet derived parameters of some arbitrarily selected commercial cell
representatives. Numbers found in literature and commercial cells data-sheets may differ quite
significantly, which may be attributed not only to manifold possible variations of chemistry
(active material composition, electrolyte, additives) and other influencing parameters (e.g., cell
manufacture process, battery formation, and cell design) but also to non-standardized measurement
procedures (e.g., different conditions for cycle life determination). For example, for all mature LIB
cells under investigation manufacturers have shown commercial cells with a high cycle life over few
1.000 cycles and/or high charge/discharge capability. Quantitative numbers provided are directly
linked to the commercial cell representatives depicted (cf. Table 3). All values provided in Table 3
serve only as an exemplary reference. The charge-discharge characteristics is commonly measured in
terms of C-rate, i.e., a measure of current related to the nominal capacity of a cell. C-rate capabilities
may vary strongly across battery cells and are often linked to cycle battery life. Along with several
other cross-technology influencing aspects of LIB lifetime (e.g., cycle depth, temperature), this will be
discussed in detail in the subsequent subsection. In general, to derive requirements on the battery cell
level, it is necessary to analyze in detail the BESS application and system design/topology followed by
the selection of a battery cell representative with a set of matching performance parameters. Other
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important parameters not listed in Table 3, e.g., Impedance/Resistance are often not provided in a
battery cell data-sheet but need to be derived based on additional tests [24].

Table 2. Qualitative comparison of literature values for performance parameters of Lithium-ion battery
cells used for stationary storage systems.

Parameter NMC:C NCA:C LFP:C LFP:LTO Reference

Cost per kWh ++ + − −− [25–27]
Safety − −− + ++ [20,26,28]

Maturity Market Market Market Research [22,29]
Cycle Life − − + ++ [26,28,29]

Calendar Life + + + ++ [22,29,30]
Energy Density + ++ − −− [21,27,29]
Power Density ++ + − −− [21,27,29]

Table 3. Commercial LIB cell examples employed for stationary storage systems. Continuous power
capability is differentiated for discharge (DCH) and charge (CH) directions.

Parameter Unit LIB Cell Data-Sheet Values

Cell Identification - SDI94Ah NCR18650B US26650FTC1 SCiB Titanate
Manufacturer - Samsung Panasonic Murata Toshiba

Cell Chemistry - NMC:C NCA:C LFP:C MOX :LTO
Cell Format - Prismatic Cylindrical Cylindrical Prismatic

Cell Capacity Ah 94.0 3.2 3.0 20
Vol. Energy Density Wh/L 355 676 278 177

Cont. Power Cap. (DCH/CH) C-rate 3 C/1 C 2 C/0.5 C 6 C/1 C 8 C/>3 C
Cycle Life (80% SOH) FEC >5.000 320 >6.000 10.000

Voltage Range V 2.70–4.15 2.50–4.20 2.0–3.6 1.5–2.7
Nominal Voltage V 3.7 3.6 3.2 2.3

Reference - [31] [32] [33] [34]

In contrast to automotive applications and LIB usage for consumer electronics, peak power
performance and particularly gravimetric energy density are of subordinate importance for most
stationary applications. In fact, material cost, energy contents, safety and cell degradation should be
analyzed carefully and may differ significantly among different cells (cf. Table 3). Other potential
factors to be considered are the energy need for material processing and battery cell manufacture as
well as ecologic impact and compatibility to recycling, which is discussed in [21,35].

Due to an excellent trade-off between safety, lifetime expectation and energy density in
combination with particularly competitive material cost, NMC:C battery cells are among today’s
most employed battery chemistry for automotive and portable applications. A continued R&D
effort facilitates improvements on specific energy (e.g., via implementation of over-lithiated cathode
material) and/or battery degradation properties (via electrolyte additives) [36,37]. The commercial
cell representative depicted in Table 3 provides an excellent trade-off between all performance
parameters analyzed. The prismatic cell containment may integrate several safety features and
allows straightforward assembly to module and pack level (cf. Section 3) [20].

Despite the upscale material cost of cobalt used as a constituent of NCA:C cells, the exceptionally
high energy density attainable in commercial battery cells may lead to superior energy related specific
cost on the cell level [38]. The technology offers one of the highest gravimetric energy densities
with more than 250 Wh/kg realized in automotive grade cells, a fact that is key for implementation
in both portable devices and electric vehicles [22]. In part, lower cost may also be attributed to an
onset of production quantity induced scaling effects satisfying the demand of consumer electronics
and automotive batteries. The almost two-fold higher volumetric energy density of the NCA:C cell
representative shown in Table 3 in direct comparison to the aforementioned representative based on
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NMC:C technology, needs further attention. Differences in cell format for these cells (prismatic and
cylindrical) make a direct comparison on the cell level ambiguous, as different system relevant features
(e.g., safety and mechanical strength) may be included at the cell level. Furthermore, the NCA:C cell
representative shows an extraordinary volumetric energy density at the cost of cycle life performance
and may be suitable for most stationary applications only, when assembled in topologies with various
cells connected in parallel. In fact, state-of-art system design concepts (cf. Section 3) have proven, that
both cell representatives may be used for BESS with similar energy density and overall performance
indications on the system level.

On the contrary, LFP:C batteries exhibit an overall lower cell voltage compared to the
aforementioned technologies which result in an approximately 20% lower specific energy. As such,
this chemistry is found less frequent in automotive applications, despite cells have been reported to
show excellent safety and aging characteristics [39]. Furthermore, LFP:C battery cells show a hysteresis
effect and an extremely flat Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) in an intermediate State of Charge (SOC) range
(i.e., ∆V ≤ 100 mV for a SOC range of 10–90%), which is a great challenge for SOC determination,
cell balancing and EMS control on the system level [40,41]. On the other hand, the very low voltage
swing of LFP:C storage systems confined to intermediate SOC may allow cost effective and efficient
power electronics inverter design. All the above mentioned factors have rendered this chemistry
appealing for stationary applications (cf. Section 3). The commercial cell representative shown in
Table 3 exhibits particularly high cycle life but falls short on volumetric energy density in direct
comparison to the other mature cell representatives with carbon based anode reviewed.

Distinct anode materials, e.g., LTO and titanium niobium oxide have been successfully used for
LIB cells in combination with various metal oxide cathode materials. The LTO:MOX based commercial
cell shown in Table 3 shows extraordinary cycle life performance and rate capability. Nevertheless,
to date, only few commercial LIB cells rely on non-carbon based anode materials, which may be
attributed to lower obtainable cell voltage in conjunction with a metal oxide cathode and thus typically
overall lower capacity. The intrinsic properties, aging behavior and potential future trends for anode
materials, will be discussed in more detail in the following Subsections.

Not only the development of upfront investment cost for battery cells (strongly influenced by
market development and scaling effects [12]) but also advancements performance parameters for
LIB cells of different technology will strongly affect a future share of competing LIB technologies for
stationary applications. Despite projections to future developments are subject to speculations, it is
worth to analyze in more detail the aging of LIB cells in order to obtain an improved understanding of
current developments and technical limitations.

2.2. Aging of Lithium-Ion Batteries

Aging is an unavoidable process caused by side reactions present in all electrochemical devices
including battery cells. It may result in significant changes of capacity and resistance of a device over
time and must, therefore, be considered in the system layout phase (e.g., necessity of over-sizing initial
capacity) as well as in the system operation phase (e.g., adapting maximum allowed cell dispatch
power). In fact, in contrast to lesser demanding applications in portable devices, a profitable usage
of LIB in stationary applications requires a detailed understanding and ab-initio modeling of battery
degradation: A long-lasting and demanding application will cause both performance and capacity
reduction of the storage system and may significantly affect the overall business case via increased
operational cost (COPEX) and particularly high degradation induced replacement cost (Cdegrade). It is
common to monitor a battery State of Health (SOH) to quantify the continued evolution of battery
degradation resulting in both capacity fade and internal resistance increase (linked to decreasing
peak power performance). Using Equation (2) the battery remaining capacity C0

meas can be related
to its nominal value (C0

nom) derived in new/used state under standard test conditions (denoted with
superscript “0”). Due to transport regulations and application-specific minimum power requirements
a replacement indicator SOHreplace

cap is defined. In automotive, often a SOHreplace
cap = 0.8 is applied,
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but for stationary applications and particularly in the context of second-life concepts lower values
have been proposed [42].

SOHcap(t) = C0
meas/C0

nom (2)

Despite being studied for many years with continued effort, understanding and modeling the
lifetime of LIB is a field of continued research [43,44]. Comprehensive overview and description
of aging phenomena are provided in [23]. Various degradation mechanisms including electrolyte
decomposition, passive film formation, particle cracking, and active material dissolution can be
individually addressed on the material and battery cell level often leading to increased resistance,
reduced capacity retention and/or an increased risk of an unsafe battery state [45,46].

Conventional analysis and modeling approaches are based on extensive battery tests [41,47,48]
and derive empirical models often compatible with an Equivalent Circuit Model (ECM) approach
for system performance determination. With an improved understanding of the cell-internal loss
mechanisms, an increasing number of semi-empirical and physical models have been developed and
successfully used for cell modeling [49,50]. Recently, non-empirical Physical-Chemical Models (PCM)
have gained increasing interest [51–53]. Despite the usage of PCM models for aging prediction may
allow giving a more detailed insight to cell internal loss mechanisms and how to circumvent these,
it remains most challenging to find a valid parametrization of such models and to scale the cell internal
models to the application relevant level of a full battery system [52,54,55].

With increasing capabilities of data logging and data management, data-driven approaches on the
storage system level have also gained increasing interest recently [56]. Despite improved capabilities
of these emerging approaches, it is still believed, that for simulations of the aging behavior of a full
LIB storage system or an automotive battery pack high accuracy of a single battery cell model is
essential [54,57]. The different approaches show individual strength and drawbacks, and Table 4
summarizes some indicators for comparison at a short glance.

Table 4. modeling of performance and aging phenomena applicable to LIB cells.

Approach Strengths Challenges

Physical-Chemical High precision High computational effort
Models (PCM) Understanding of internal mechanisms Parametrization challenging

Empirical and Acceptable accuracy Limited insight to
Semi-Empirical Models Low computational effort cell internal degradation

Analytic Models and Direct modeling on pack level feasible Large quantity of data necessary
Data-Driven Approaches No physical understanding obtained

For the remaining discussions of battery degradation, this work focuses on (semi-)empirical aging
modeling and performance characterization via ECM as a state-of-art methodology for performance
and aging prediction of LIB. In a modeling and application context is common to distinguish calendric
and cyclic aging processes and analyze these separately [45,58]. As degradation processes often affect
the quantity of Lithium-ions available for cycling in the cell, a simple superposition principle, i.e.,
an addition of capacity losses of individual contributions can be applied [59]. As a result, for simple
modeling approaches the capacity fade due to aging processes may be estimated via Equation (3).

C f ade
tot ≈ C f ade

calendric + C f ade
cyclic (3)

In conjunction with a predefined replacement criterion, e.g., 80% remaining capacity as discussed
earlier, battery replacement costs (Cdegrade) can be calculated (cf. Equation (2)).
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2.2.1. Rest State—Calendric Aging Effects

matching well numbers found for LIB [59], a rule of thumb can be deComparative studies
on aging effects with sensitivity to a variety of different cathode material compositions reveal the
individual strengths and shortcomings of several competing cathode materials employed in LIB
cells [60]. The rate of calendric aging is known to be influenced severely by the battery cell temperature.
The Arrhenius law can be applied to model the thermally activated undesired side reactions in LIB cells
which directly impact the calendric battery aging (cf. Equation (4)): Applying an activation energy
of Ea ≈ 50 kJ/(mol·K) rived linking a 10 K increased battery core temperature to an approximate
doubling of the calendric aging effect.

C f ade
calendric = k0,cal · eEa/kT (4)

The prefactor k0,cal is strongly affected not only by the battery chemistry but also various additional
parameters. e.g., recent studies include SOC dependent analysis of calendar capacity fade for various
cathode materials [30]. The authors furthermore highlight the strong calendar aging impact of the
graphite anode employed in most commercially available LIB cells.

2.2.2. Usage State—Cycle Aging Effects

Studying cycling induced aging effects of LIB reveals a complex relation of multiple superimposed
and correlated effects: Cycle depth and SOC range are known to have a strong impact on the cycle aging
of LIB batteries as these may induce active material dissolution or particle cracking [45]. Such mechanical
stress induced effects were studied in detail e.g., on NMC:C cells [61]. Woehler-curve (also referred
to as SN (stress number)) models have been previously applied to Lead(Pb)-Acid (PbA) batteries and
take into account the cycle Depth of Discharge (DOD) [62]. Similar approaches have been proposed
and adapted to LIB degradation kinetics [14,63]. Furthermore, an irreversible deposition of metallic
Lithium (Lithium plating) is often observed for LIB cells with carbon-based anode materials, especially at
low temperatures and high charge rates [64]. Others reported an increased battery aging under cycling
condition prominent particularly at temperatures significantly above ambient conditions and high
SOC, which may be attributed to SEI-layer growth, electrolyte decomposition and loss of available
Lithium [45,65].

A cycle life analysis and model development specific to LFP:C batteries reveals the superior stability
of the LFP cathode compared to other metal-oxide cathodes upon intercalation and de-intercalation of
lithium-ions [66,67]. It has been confirmed for various cell compositions, that accelerated discharging
and particularly charging of LIB may lead to enhanced capacity fade [68]. In order to confirm a model
validity for applications with real operating conditions, static and dynamic validation experiments can
be used as has been described in detail elsewhere [69].

Equation (5) summarizes functional dependencies of prominent influencing factors to battery
capacity fade under load as briefly discussed herein. For explicit formulae and modeling approaches
of cyclic aging, the reader may be referred to the aforementioned literature.

C f ade
cyclic ← fWoehler(DoD); fLi−plating(T, I); fSEI−growth(T, SOC) (5)

In summary, it is to be mentioned, that the influence factors for battery aging discussed
herein depend strongly on the battery material composition and design. As such, it is task to
analyze the suitability of a specific LIB cell to an application of choice. Furthermore, the thermal
management of the battery system requires particular attention—best temperature for rest and
operation conditions of the BESS may contradict to each other and the optimal system temperature
may have to be specifically derived: To balance between the calendar and cycle aging effects discussed,
being particularly prominent at high and low temperatures respectively, an approximation of a
“comfort zone Topt” temperature range of Topt ≈ 10–30 ◦C has can be identified for exemplary stationary
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applications [65,70]. However, the ideal battery thermal conditions strongly depend on both cell
technology and battery application chosen. In conclusion, energy management and system thermal
management must be adapted to the cell-specific requirements in order to obtain best performance
and lifetime as is also discussed in the subsequent Sections.

2.3. Future Developments

In order to reduce degradation effects associated with the graphite anode, other host materials for
Lithium insertion have been under investigation. A well-explored candidate is Lithium-titanate-oxide
employed e.g., in LFP:LTO battery cells. This “zero-strain” anode insertion material shows some
superior properties including safety, reliability and cycle stability compared to graphite anodes [26,71].
However, due to the high potential towards Li/Li+ and low specific capacity, the material combination
with LFP cathode falls particularly short in specific capacity and thus cost per kilowatt hour. To date,
the market share of LTO cathode based LIB is still low whilst automotive requirements push for
increasing gravimetric energy density. Few commercial cells are available that use a combination of
LTO cathode material with MOX composite anode materials exhibiting higher voltage [34]. Despite
excellent cycle performance and high power capability the material combination falls short in energy
and power density (cf. Table 3).

High Titanium (Ti) raw material cost is another drawback of the anode material to be
considered [19]. On the other hand, regarding battery aging LTO anode based LIB may show superior
characteristics—the high equilibrium potential of >1.5 V vs. Li/Li+ suppresses the formation of a
anode SEI-layer and thus reduces the effect of cyclable Li+ loss over extended usage periods. At the
same time, the high potential also largely reduces the risk of Lithium dendrite formation [22,39].

Other future post LIB technologies suitable for implementation in stationary systems include
Lithium-Sulfur (LiS) as well as Sodium-ion (Na-ion) and Magnesium-ion (Mg-ion) batteries [72].
Despite showing strong potential for improvements in cost per kilowatt-hour, today’s laboratory
research cells still suffer low cycling performance. The understanding of the underlying aging
phenomena, modified storage system design and a well adapted system operation management
will certainly be detrimental prerequisites to make use of the cost reduction potential of these new
materials on the system level which is yet to be investigated further.

3. Stationary Battery Storage System Design

For usage of LIB in stationary storage applications several additional components and engineering
efforts are necessary: after a brief discussion of cell interconnection and pack topology (Section 3.1),
an overview to storage system components is given in Section 3.2. Special focus is put on the grid
connection (strongly depending on the grid level to which the BESS is connected) and on power
electronics topologies. A differentiation between utility-scale BESS and behind the meter Residential
Photovoltaic Battery Storage System (PV-BESS) is made to account for deviations of the system
connection. A second focus is put on the thermal management of the system due to its importance
for the overall system performance and efficiency. Modeling approaches on the system level are
described next in Section 3.3. Finally, some highlighted future developments in the field are discussed
in Section 3.4.

3.1. Cell Interconnection and System Topology

Interconnection of individual battery cells to battery modules and packs is a necessary step for
developing stationary LIB based storage systems. While Serial connection of cells sums up the voltage of
the individual batteries to the desired module or pack voltage, parallel connection of cells will increase
the usable capacity. For details on design, control, and properties of serial-parallel connection in
storage systems the reader is referred to other literature [73,74]. In brief, stationary BESS typically
rely on groups of one to multiple parallel connected cells which are subsequently connected in series
adding up to ≤60 V to form a battery module. Multiple modules may then be interconnected in
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serial-parallel configurations to achieve the desired capacity of the system, as well as the voltage
required by the power electronics coupling as is discussed in the following section. Balancing of cell
voltages is a challenge in serial connection topologies and requires a Battery Management System
(BMS), which is discussed later as a specific component.

3.2. Storage System Overview

Figure 3 shows a schematic system setup of a utility-scale BESS. The system components are
grouped by their function into Battery components, Grid connection components, and the components
required for the reliable System Operation.

Battery
Pack 

Power Electronics
Conversion Unit

Grid

Battery
Thermal Mgmt. 

(B-TMS)

System
Thermal. Mgmt.

(S-TMS) 

Battery

Utility-Scale Battery Energy Storage System

Transformer

Power Electronics 
Control & Monitoring

Power Electronics 
Thermal Mgmt.

Battery
Control & Monitoring 

(BMS)

System
Control & Monitoring

(EMS, SCADA)

Grid Connection

Power Electronics

System Operation 

Figure 3. Overview to functional blocks of an utility-scale battery energy storage system.
Grey linesindicate auxiliary power supply, black lines indicate main energy storage power flow.
System topology information based on previous work [75].

The system operation components are required for reliable operation of the overall system: System
Control and Monitoring, is the general IT/monitoring, which is partly combined into the Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), of the overall system, but may also include fire protection or
alarm units, and finally the Energy Management System (EMS), which is responsible for system power
flow control/management/distribution. The System Thermal Management controls all functions related
to the Heating/Ventilation/Air Conditioning of the system containment. The battery system consists
of the Battery Pack, which connects multiple cells to appropriate voltage and capacity (cf. Section 3.1),
the Battery Control and Monitoring, which is also often referred to as BMS. Key functions of the BMS are
the protection the cells from harmful operation in terms of voltage, temperature and current to achieve
reliable and safe operation, and the balancing of varying cell SOC within a serial connection [76].
For each cell information regarding functionality and actual energy and power capability is derived
from BMS-estimated battery cell specific SOH and SOC values. Data is reported to the EMS of the
BESS to control the power flow within the battery limits and enable execution of operational strategies.
To date, most of the research in the field of BMS is aimed for automotive applications, however, various
concepts and hardware design approaches can be transferred to stationary BESS [77].

The module/pack topology in terms of serial and parallel connection, which results in the
voltage level as well as the the capacity (cf. Section 3.1), is a trade-off between multiple requirements.
The power electronics topology/efficiency benefits in general from higher voltages for the connection
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to higher grid voltage levels. However, a serial connection with hundreds of cells features increased
challenges in terms of reliability as a single cell fault can potentially deactivate the entire string [76].

The Battery Thermal Management (B-TMS) controls the temperature of the cells according their
specifications in terms of absolute values and temperature gradients within the pack. Cell operation
and aging are strongly affected by temperature, and thus temperature variations within the battery
pack may lead to unbalanced current flow and increased aging [78]. As such, the B-TMS serves the
functionality of the battery not only in terms of safety but also for enabling a long battery lifetime.
In automotive applications, a variety of cooling methods are used, e.g., air cooling, liquid cooling,
refrigerant cooling [79]. Phase-change materials have been under research for the application for
automotive applications [80], as well as for stationary applications [81]. As the safety of LIB is
today still a topic of ongoing research and development, several standards covering B-TMS exist
today [79]. As with BMS, the research on B-TMS is mostly focused on automotive applications.
Research methods can, however, be transferred to stationary applications. In contrast to automotive
applications, utility-scale BESS feature additionally the system thermal management, which acts as
a thermal barrier against direct impact of environmental conditions to the battery racks. For the
smaller sized PV-BESS installations are typically confined to temperature-controlled rooms within a
residential building. In fact, due to lower technical requirements B-TMS for stationary applications are
typically less demanding and development-intensive compared to those employed for automotive
applications: The majority of PV-BESS use passive air-cooling only [82]. The grid connection consists
of the Power Electronics, connecting the Direct Current (DC)-voltage of the battery to the Alternating
Current (AC)-voltage, and the transformer, which connects the system to the grid voltage level.
The transformer is optional and can be omitted in case of matching voltage levels of both system
output and grid connection. Section 3.2.1 discusses the relationship of the system and the required
grid level in more detail.

The power electronics can be grouped in the Conversion Unit, which converts the power
flow between grid and battery, and the required Control & Monitoring components, i.e., voltage
sensing units, and the Thermal Management of the power electronics components, i.e., fan-cooling.
Section 3.2.2 gives an overview to power electronics topologies used for utility-scale BESS as well as
residential PV-BESS.

3.2.1. Grid Level

Transformers enable the connection of BESS to arbitrary, but typically higher grid levels [83].
As an example, the grid levels in the German-Austrian-Switzerland interconnected grid are:
Extra-High-Voltage (XHV) in the transmission grid (220 kV AC or 380 kV AC), High-Voltage (HV)
in the supra-regional distribution grid (36 to 150 kV AC), Medium-Voltage (MV) in the regional
distribution grid (1 to 36 kV AC) and Low-Voltage (LV) in the local distribution grid (0.4 kV AC) [83,84].
A dedicated study of the energy efficiency of the grid connection of BESS in the LV/MV grid is
presented elsewhere [83].

Behind-the-Meter (BTM) applications require a connection of the BESS at the grid level of the
meter, which is typically the LV level for small consumers (e.g., residential, small industrial), and the
MV level for large industrial consumers, which operate their own transformers [83]. The storage
system integration of PV-BESS with variants of AC and DC linked power electronic topologies will
be discussed separately (cf. Section 3.2.2). Similarly, applications for local grid support (cf. Section 4)
specifically require the storage system at the grid level to be supported, typically again the LV and MV
level [83]. Instead, utility-scale BESS providing grid ancillary services can feature system power in the
Megawatt-range and thus require connection to the MV or potentially the HV level in the future [83].
An analysis of BESS applications and system connection to LV and MV grid levels revealed multiple
storage application tasks confined to LV connection [85], but efficiency and cost-effectiveness of grid
connection was not analyzed.
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Figure 4 shows the grid level chosen for medium- to large scale industrial and utility-scale BESS
according to their nominal energy and nominal power based on publicly available project data [86].
Data analysis reveals a turning point between low and medium voltage installations at approximately
200 kW, and a peak power connected to low voltage at 400 kW. Additional cost for a MV connection
(i.e., transformer, and particularly medium voltage switch-gear) might be justified for larger project
installations, as peak power constraints and system efficiency may become favorable with larger
systems: Trade-off between cost for appropriately sized cable connections suitable for high power
transmission at a lower voltage level and additional investment for transformers and switch-gear is
highly sensitive to various parameters. Nevertheless, as a rule of thumb based on expert interviews,
for 1 MW peak power, on the cost side a MV transformer installation and cable wiring may become
competitive to an appropriate copper based LV cable at transmission lengths of below 100 m.
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Figure 4. Grid level study of selected Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) in Germany showing
the alignment of storage system power/energy with the voltage level of system grid connection.
Data from [86].

3.2.2. Power Electronics

Figure 5 gives an overview of variants of grid connection topologies for utility-scale BESS that
typically consist of multiple battery packs and inverter units, which together add up to the total system
energy and power. Power electronics units can be either installed dedicated to each battery pack
(cf. Figure 5a) or the battery packs can be connected in parallel to a common DC-bus (cf. Figure 5b).

A grid connection example to the LV level is depicted in Figure 5c, whereas the connection to
higher grid levels via a transformer is depicted in Figure 5d.
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(a) (b) (d)(c)

PE & Battery PE & Battery

Figure 5. Overview of variants of power electronics topologies: (a) dedicated and (b) parallel
connection. Direct grid connection (c) and connection via transformer link (d) is envisaged.

A clear advantage of the dedicated pack to inverter connection topology is that the power per
battery pack can be individually controlled. Each unit is independent, which enables also handling in
parallel multiple grid applications at a time whereby each string (inverter plus pack) still follows only
a singular application request. Reliability can be also higher in this configuration, as failure of a single
power electronics unit or a battery pack does not directly harm other unit’s operation. In systems
with a common DC-bus, the power electronics units can be turned off at partial load to avoid high
losses associated with numerous units in operation. The total current is (in theory) evenly distributed
among equal battery packs. In practice, impedance variations due to temperature variations or aging
and production imbalances may lead to unequal currents that cannot be directly controlled. As a
result, for this topology the battery design must meet high technical requirements for a minimum
of impedance variations, especially for LFP based cells due to the aforementioned flat OCV curve
(cf. Section 2.1) [87]. As for the reliability, failure of a single pack in the parallel connection topology
does not necessarily lead to loss of power immediately. A dedicated study of system efficiency in
the aforementioned topologies with additional sensitivity to single-stage and two-stage topologies is
presented elsewhere [83].

A large variety of power electronics configurations exist for inverter/rectifiers and DC-DC
converters. Pires et al. [88] discussed the power electronics technologies suitable for BESS grid
integration and divided them into standard, multilevel and multiport technologies. The simplest
structure and standard technology is based on the two-level voltage source inverter. Multilevel and
multiport technologies show potential advantages (e.g., higher efficiency at partial load, distributed
thermal loss dissipation, lower required blocking voltage) but require a higher number of additional
switching devices and complex control. Commercial scale realization for stationary BESS is yet to come.

Chatzinikolaou and Rogers [89] evaluated power electronics designs for a BESS connected to the
11 kV grid level through simulation. Three topologies were compared: (I) a low-voltage battery with
single-stage three-phase bridge inverter and a step-up transformer; (II) an intelligent high-voltage
battery featuring module level MOSFETs for balancing; combined with a high-voltage single-stage
two-level converter interface without a transformer; and (III) a battery using a cascaded H-bridge
multilevel converter.

Bragard et al. [90] presented and evaluated the grid integration for a 5 kW PV-BESS, as well as
for a 100 MW MV system. Topology, efficiency, and cost are investigated and compared based on the
exemplary systems connected to the LV and MV grid level. Results showed that although differences
in cost and efficiency were identified for the systems themselves, a proper investigation has to include
the local grid structure in terms of additional cost and transport losses for a holistic evaluation.

Considering commercial utility-scale power electronics for BESS, various components originally
developed for motor drivers (e.g., Siemens Sinamics S120 [91]) and photovoltaic inverters (e.g., Bonfiglioli
RPS [92]) may be utilized, as these applications feature similar conversion tasks. Nominal power
ranges from less than 1 kW for PV-BESS to several 100 kW per unit for utility-scale BESS.
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For PV-BESS, the power electronics topologies can differ from typical grid-connected BESS due
to direct linkage options with the PV-system. Figure 6 shows three commonly employed power
electronics topologies of residential photovoltaic BESS. Figure 6a shows a typical AC-coupled topology:
A battery is connected via a DC/DC converter to the battery inverter/rectifier. The link between
PV-inverter and the household load is established via the electrical power lines within the household.
The topology can be easily retrofitted to an existing PV system and thus features a high flexibility.

A DC-bus-coupled system is shown in Figure 6b. Here, the battery DC/DC converter is connected
to the high-voltage DC-bus between the Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) DC/DC converter
and the inverter to the grid. This enables higher efficiency for the power flow path from PV to BESS in
comparison to the AC-coupled system, as no DC/AC conversion is required.

A DC-link option coupling the battery via the MPPT DC/DC converter is shown in Figure 6c.
This topology is also known as generator-coupled topology. While this architecture may also allow
for high conversion efficiency for the power flow from PV to the BESS, it requires a fast and precise
communication link between the battery and the AC-grid link to satisfy the local demand via PV
and/or battery at all times feasible. Both DC-coupled topologies usually cannot be retrofitted easily
to existing PV systems, but may provide a more cost-effective solution for new combined PV-BESS
installations as only one AC/DC converter is required. Quantitative and detailed comparisons of
PV-BESS topologies analyzing the system’s efficiency and cost-effectiveness are yet to be conducted.

(b)
MPPT

DC-DC
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Load
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Grid
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(a)

PV-InverterPV
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Figure 6. System coupling topologies and power electronic link for Photovoltaic BESS (PV-BESS): (a) AC
coupled PV-BESS; (b) DC-link coupled PV-BESS; (c) Maximum power point tracker (MPPT)—coupled
PV-BESS. Derivative of Figure by Truong et al. ([13]), used under CC-BY.

3.2.3. System Thermal Management System (S-TMS)

The thermal management on the system level (S-TMS) ensures safe and reliable operation
conditions for all components within the system containment. Requirements for the S-TMS may
differ significantly among storage projects: BESS may be installed in various regions worldwide with
varying ambient temperature. Furthermore, the storage system containment and positioning offers
additional degrees of freedom. The S-TMS is typically utilized year-round and can severely impact the
energy consumption of the entire system if not matched well to the thermal requirements [93].
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Most systems rely on baseline active air-conditioning to ensure a steadily controlled temperature.
Additional ambient air cooling, triggered only if external temperature is appropriate, may reduce the
overall power consumption and can improve the system’s energy efficiency. A thermal insulation
and separation of power electronics and battery (i.e., a two-zone S-TMS setup) allows for dedicated
temperature control and thus improved overall power consumption: Typically batteries are more
temperature-sensitive, whereas power electronics components allow for higher operating temperature.
As an example, the Energy Neighbor prototype battery system features a two-zone setup with the
additional option of fresh air ventilation of both zones separately [94].

Neubauer et al. [95,96] analyzed the thermal behavior of BESS for different climate zones and
showed that solar irradiation may cause an increased battery degradation in sun-trap locations if
the storage system temperature is moderated appropriately through insufficient B-TMS and S-TMS.
Gatta et al. [97,98] evaluated the power consumption of the S-TMS for BESS and showed that the
auxiliary consumption through the S-TMS increases with higher system utilization. Rydh et al. [99,100]
simulated LIB PV-BESS for the calculation of the overall system efficiency by including the auxiliary
consumption of the S-TMS and analyzed the impact of different battery operating temperatures.
Results showed a maximum efficiency of 80% for LIB based PV-BESS.

3.3. System Simulation

The system simulation of BESS requires modeling of the key components in a coupled
approach and is highly sensitive to the storage application. In most contributions analyzed, not all
components are included for simplification purposes or due to the unavailability of required data.
e.g., Patsios et al. [54] evaluated a storage system simulation based on a single-particle cell model
including calendar aging effects (cf. PCM modeling, Section 2.2) combined with discrete time power
electronics models. They showed a trade-off for optimal SOC of the storage system: a higher SOC
increases the battery degradation, whereas a lower SOC decreases the energy conversion efficiency.

Magnor et al. [101] simulated a PV-BESS with the battery through ECM and with a dynamic
power electronics model, which included the controller dynamics to evaluate the transient control
performance. They showed that neglecting the high-frequency currents from to the converter switching
at high-frequency, leads to an underestimation of the effective current causing a significant model error.

The above-mentioned studies are only examples to the interplay of various components within
the storage system and to the degrees of freedom in BESS simulations. In fact, present state-of-art BESS
simulations and modeling tools available typically do not include all key components of the system
under study. Instead, most studies focus on a specific system performance aspect, e.g., cell aging [54],
power electronics losses [89], or economic evaluations [13,14]. Model approaches should be carefully
selected in terms of the covered mechanisms and goals of the work. An overview to publicly available
tools for BESS modeling is given in this review (cf. Section 5).

3.4. Future Developments

Power electronics topologies for BESS are still in rapid development. Today’s solutions are mostly
based on existing technologies with little address for battery-specific challenges. Multilevel converter
can address challenges of battery systems more specifically, such as low efficiency at partial load as
well as SOC balancing [102] and the reliability of serial cell strings [103]. The trend for solar inverter to
higher DC voltages from 600 V to 1200 V and today up to 1500 V is also a possibility for the BESS as
significant cost reductions for the power electronics are possible.

Test protocols and system metrics are required to monitor and validate the performance of BESS in
field applications. Such measures may also help to perform an assessment and subsequently improve
the design of storage systems with respect to efficiency, battery aging, reliability, and cost. A set of
initial protocols for measuring and calculation of system metrics has been proposed by Bray et al. [104].
Duty cycles for frequency control, a major BESS application are developed and made available for
tests by Rosewater and Ferreira [105]. For deployed systems, a performance and health monitoring
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protocol based on regular reference performance tests as well as on the evaluation of the application
performance has been proposed by Baggu et al. [75]. Driven by an emerging interest on PV-BESS,
their system performance and efficiency has been analyzed in detail [106] and test protocols for
standardized characterizations of system performance were proposed [107]. It is expected that the
amount of available test protocols, validation methods, and performance indications will rapidly grow
in the near future and become linked via a set of storage system modeling tools. These are seen as a
framework and a prerequisite for rapid and innovative storage system design improvements.

Hand-in-hand with the increased penetration of LIB in the automotive sector, recycling, and
battery re-usage concepts are discussed more frequently. Second-life usage of semi-depleted automotive
batteries in less demanding stationary applications might become a promising concept for an extended
battery exploitation and improved cost-to-use rates [108–110]. While economically viable options of
battery re-usage have been identified, in line with literature the authors emphasize that challenges
regarding battery SOH determination, safety-related aspects, and compatibility issues are yet to be
overcome [111–113]. Others proposed the secondary use of off-the-shelf automotive battery concepts,
i.e., integrating new battery packs originally designed for the automotive sector for stationary storage
usage [114]. Despite overhead production cost (e.g., for automotive grade battery pack housing)
and assembly challenges in stationary BESS, this concept might be an economically viable solution:
as mentioned earlier, due to scaling effects automotive pack prices are often seen far lower than
battery modules and racks originally designed for stationary usage [12]. In fact, recent pilot projects
underline the interest of the industry to second life/second use concepts for mid-size demonstration
and utility-scale commercial BESS as has been underlined by recent demonstration projects (e.g., BMW
in cooperation with Bosch and Vattenfall in Hamburg, Germany [115], Daimler in cooperation with
The Mobility House, GETEC and REMONDIS in Luenen, Germany [116]).

Furthermore, Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) concepts which propose the electric vehicle integration and
active support of the grid have been proposed and tested since long [117,118]. However, controlled
charging and bidirectional charge/discharge of vehicles poses new challenges to battery aging
stability and charging station hardware [119]. Constraints and challenges of this and other combined
applications is discussed in the following Section.

4. Grid-Applications for BESS

This Section describes a selection of applications frequently discussed for LIB based stationary
storage systems. First, a classification of applications is introduced and discussed in context of value
streams, stakeholders and impact to the grid. While Section 4.1 describes the different applications
in more detail, Section 4.2 analyzes BESS integration and operation in three exemplary use cases and
evaluates previously mentioned costs factors (cf. Section 1). On this basis, system design parameters
(e.g., power-to-energy ratio) and constraints for storage operation are derived.

Following the approach of Palizban et al. [120], Figure 7 gives a schematic overview to BESS
integration to distinct grid levels serving a series of application tasks in modern power grids. In contrast
to their work, herein the focus is confined to LIB based storage systems, where most of today’s
applications are found to reside in the LV and less frequently the MV grid level (cf. Section 3.2.1).
In fact, use cases and grid integration of non-LIB storage technologies (e.g., redox flow batteries,
compressed air energy storage) are described in various other contributions [6,121–123].
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Figure 7. Variant types of stationary battery storage systems (black color) grouped according to their
integration to Low-Voltage (LV) and Medium-Voltage (MV) grid levels. Typical applications are listed
in blue color, letters in brackets link to application families as defined in the figure legend. Overlying
High-Voltage (HV) connection and transformer links are depicted schematically.

4.1. Application Families

BESS may serve several tasks in modern power grids, resulting in distinct BESS load patterns.
Storage integration also involves variable stakeholders and value streams. Previous approaches for
classification have analyzed in detail the potential involvement of storage systems to power grids
and grouped e.g., among required storage system duration [16] or potential impact to overlying grid
levels [124]. As we limit our focus on LIB based storage systems, a novel classification to four categories
(application families) is suggested herein distinguishing Ancillary Service, Behind-the-Meter, Energy Trade
and Investment Deferral and Local Grid Support applications. It is worth to mention, that this classification
is found suitable for analysis of LIB applications and may not match well for other ESS fulfilling different
application tasks. Table 5 provides a non-comprehensive overview to individual applications grouped
to application families and depicts a prominent example of revenue stream (i.e., application specific
profit attainable PApl—cf. Equation (1)) and stakeholders involved. Grid operators are distinguished to
regional Distribution System Operator (DSO) and over-regional Independent System Operator (ISO).
Applications listed in Table 5 are discussed in more detail in the following Subsections.

Table 5. Application tasks of storage systems classified to application families. Source of revenue is
listed for an exemplary (ex.) stakeholder via respective storage application.

Application Family Application Revenue Stream—PAPL Stakeholder (ex.)

Ancillary Service (A)
Frequency Regulation Auction Profit Enterprise

Black-Start ISO Contract Electric Utility
Droop control DSO/ISO Contract All Feeders

Behind-the-Meter (B)

PV-BESS Retail Tariff Savings Private Sector
Peak-Shaving Peak Tariff Reduction Industry

UPS Reliability Value Enhancement Industry
Ramping DSO/ISO Regulation Compliance RES Feeders

Energy Trade (T) Arbitrage Energy Exchange Markets Enterprise
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Table 5. Cont.

Application Family Application Revenue Stream—PAPL Stakeholder (ex.)

Grid Support Voltage Support Red. Utility Cost DSO/Enterprise
and Investment EV-Grid Integration Red. Power Link Cost Enterprise

Deferral (G) Balance Management ISO contract DSO

Combined Applications
Multiple Appl. Value Stacking Various

Island-/Micro-Grid Reduced Fuel Cost Grid Operator
V2G Value Stacking Various

4.1.1. Ancillary Service (A)

From a system perspective, it is necessary to keep the balance between power generation and
load at all times within an interconnected grid. BESS are able to react to fluctuations in the power
grid on a millisecond timescale [77,125], a task increasingly important due to the intermittent nature
of variable RES and decreasing inertia in modern power grids [126].While different market systems
exist in various regions worldwide, frequency control reserve demand is often tendered via an
auctioning system supervised on the ISO level [124,127,128]. In fact, especially for compensation of
short-term (milliseconds to a few seconds) fluctuations often tendered as Primary Control Reserve (PCR),
BESS have been shown to be technically mature and potentially economically superior to conventional
power plant dispatch adaption [129,130]. A detailed analysis of regulatory constraints (forcing e.g.,
minimum energy content of storage for continued power provision) [131], market profit scheme [127]
as well as storage system operation strategy [132,133] is a prerequisite for profitable BESS operation
in this application. An exemplary use case for frequency regulation is shown in a subsequent Section
(cf. Section 4.2).

To enable black-start capability of decentralized generators has also been studied as a potential
use case via BESS support: In case of supply failure (e.g., technical defects or cyber attacks) single
parts or the entire power supply system may collapse [120]. For such blackout situations, BESS may
facilitate a restart of existent power generation units. Equipping decentralized generators with
black-start capability may be rewarded by the ISO, as it facilitates a coordinated system restore
process [134]. LIB storage is well suited for this application, due to its high nominal power and low
self-discharge [135].

Despite less frequently discussed other ancillary services may be provided by BESS: For example
droop control [125] or market specific control reserve in the minute-to-hour timescale (e.g., secondary and
tertiary control) [136]. The lesser attention to these applications may be attributed to highly location
dependent, and on average lower or partly non-defined value generation opportunities via BESS
integration in these applications [124].

4.1.2. Behind-the-Meter (B)

In contrast to aforementioned ancillary services, BESS can also serve various BTM applications.
The combination of a local generation with battery storage for residential customers (i.e. PV-BESS
application) is a hotly debated topic [137]: PV-BESS may serve to increase self-consumption of prosumer
residential households an help the end user to save retail tariff cost [14]. Adapted system control
strategies for storage systems may allow achieving additional grid reliving effects [138]. As enforced
by regulatory constraints or incentivized in some regions, this aspect may draw more attention
in the future [13]. LIB have proven to be ideally suited for PV-BESS applications due to superior
cycle and calendar life as well as high energy and power densities when compared to PbA storage
systems [35,139]. Nevertheless, techno-economic calculations reveal, that only for regions with low PV
feed-in remuneration and high retail electricity tariff, self-consumption increase via BESS integration
is an economically viable option at present, when taking into account LIB storage investment and
degradation costs [13,140,141].
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Although PV-BESS may also be used to save retail electricity cost for industrial customers
with local generation as described by Merei et al. [142], only a few profitable examples exist.
Instead, as industrial customers are typically charged separately for energy consumption (retail
tariff) and peak demand (peak tariff), industrial customers may significantly reduce their peak demand
and consequently their electricity bill via usage of BESS in Peak Shaving (PS) application [6,143].

To firm power quality in case of main grid fluctuations and to avoid power fail in case of a
blackout, some customers rely on BESS for UPS [144,145]. Especially for critical users (e.g., hospitals,
computer servers and telecommunication) UPS are required for highly reliable local power supply.
In comparison to traditional PbA based systems, LIB based UPS attain similar reliability and improved
maintenance cost due to long battery lifetime [146]. LIB based UPS appear to gain market share and
an increasing number of products become available to the market. However, a generalized cost-benefit
analysis for UPS application of BESS may fail as the value generation via UPS is hard to quantify and
highly dependent on a customers requirement for fail-safe system operation failure and local grid
operation quality.

Ramping control (i.e., smoothing of output power) for generation units with strong feed-in
fluctuations (e.g., intermittent wind or PV generators) may be facilitated also through BESS [147,148].
However, the application is rewarded only for selected regions and is highly dependent to regulatory
constraints of responsible system operators. The usage of LIB based storage systems in BTM use
cases leads to highly application specific requirements to battery and storage system design and is
exemplary discussed for PV-BESS and Peak Shaving (PS) use cases in the following (cf. Section 4.2).

4.1.3. Energy Trade (T)

Variability of electricity demand and supply in a marketing region may cause fluctuations of
wholesale electricity prices at exchange markets. Storage arbitrage trading aims to buy/sell electricity
according market price variations leading to charge-discharge cycles for the storage system [149,150].
For several decades, the daily load fluctuations in conjunction with persistent strong power generation
by baseload or non-adaptable sources (e.g., nuclear, lignite) caused a clear arbitrage revenue pattern
being highly attractive for pumped hydro storage [151,152]. Power-to-energy ratios of about 1:8 were
found adequate to supply during daytime and recharge overnight resulting in a daily storage cycling
pattern. However, due to increased PV power feed-in during daytime, overall rise of intermittent
generation and adaption of load patterns e.g., via demand side management, the earlier observed
sinusoidal wholesale price variations have become less pronounced. In some cases they are being
replaced with new variation patterns which have other duration factors and may be harder to anticipate.
As an example the California duck curve shall be named, showing low market electricity price at mid-day
on a sunny day due to the high share of PV installations followed by striking rise of electricity cost in
the evening hours, when electricity demand peaks for air conditioning [153,154]. Such patterns may
severely impact the profitability of arbitrage ESS, and faster reacting (non pumped-hydro) storage
systems may be required. Recent work showed that arbitrage with short time fluctuations can in fact
be economically viable for LIB based BESS [155] and may become a larger profit opportunity in the
future [156].

4.1.4. Grid Support and Investment Deferral (G)

BESS may serve several tasks for (local) grid support and serve as a deferral or even alternative
to traditional grid reinforcement measures: Power grids need control capabilities to adapt to power
flow variations at demand and supply points occurring at all times. Furthermore, layout of power
grid utility (e.g., transformers) is often rated for peak power flows via the respective units. Upgrading
power lines and transformers is the most straightforward measure to prevent from overloading of
units in grids with increasing overall demand and/or rise of fluctuations. In detail, variation of
RES generation as well as changes of residential and industrial loads cause voltage fluctuations due
to non-zero resistance of power transmission cables. Integration and appropriate control of BESS
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for voltage support can help to reduce such voltage fluctuations via coordinated active and reactive
power supply on a local demand point specific or a community scale level [7,85,157]. Country specific
regulations often do not provide a direct reimbursement scheme for serving voltage support which
hinders private enterprise to access this market. Instead, DSO obligated to stabilizing local grids
may consider storage integration if investment cost for alternative measures exceeds BESS cost [158].
Others have analyzed more general the technical constraints and potential profitability of BESS for
investment deferral in local power grids [159,160].

Furthermore, the electrification of road transport requires upgrade of charging infrastructure and
will have a significant impact on the grid at all levels [161]. Technical solutions for integration of EV via
charging stations are discussed elsewhere [162,163]. Interestingly, fast charging solutions (with peak
power of 300 kW and more per outlet and demand point) currently under development may require
costly grid infrastructure updates. Alternatively an EV charge station support via BESS serving as
power boost during the vehicle charge process has been proposed recently [164]. On a larger scale
(up to a storage capacity of several MWh), BESS integration to facilitate electric bus charging at depot
stations has been discussed also [165].

4.1.5. Combined Applications

In addition to all the aforementioned specific applications discussed for LIB based stationary
storage systems, various combinations of singular applications exist: At present, multi-use
(referred to also as multi-purpose or value stacking) applications are a hotly debated topic,
i.e., the superposition/combination of various individual use cases [16]. As e.g., an analysis of the
temporal utilization of BESS serving a single use case reveals significant slack periods, a battery storage
project’s ROI with high operational and replacement cost may be far from optimal [93]. Handling a
combination of applications increases (both temporal and charge based) utilization of the BESS and
may allow to sum several application profits. In most cases this profit increase outnumbers cost for
increased cycle aging degradation. Despite profit stacking seems appealing, it remains a challenge
to control the storage unit to serve multiple application tasks simultaneously (cf. Section 5) and
to meet regulatory constraints (e.g., market unbundling regulations) if multiple stakeholders are
involved [166,167].

A prominent multi-use scenario is using BESS for support of a Micro-Grid (MG) or Island Grid:
BESS linked to EMS control may serve simultaneously for control reserve (droop control, frequency
regulation), voltage stabilization (active and reactive power control) and as a balancing unit in times of
supply/demand mismatch [121]. As such, BESS may significantly reduce fuel consumption of diesel
generation (a direct applications’ profit) and lower local emissions [168].

In the context of increasing penetration of EVs and electric charging station infrastructure built-up,
Vehicle-to-Grid concepts have been proposed frequently as briefly discussed in the previous Section.
Combining the battery usage for the EV propulsion and for grid connected V2G applications is also
considered as a variant of application stacking: Possible aggregation/pooling concepts for V2G storage
have been studied in detail [119]. Others analyzed the technical (e.g., simultaneity factors of vehicles at
charge bays), operational (e.g., mixing applications and vehicle charging requirements) and regulatory
(e.g., multiple stakeholder involvement) challenges of V2G concepts [118,169–171].

4.2. Analysis of BESS Operation in Selected Grid Applications

Figure 8 summarizes real world project data obtained from publicly available databases of
PV-BESS and utility scale battery storage projects [86,172]. The analysis reveals storage system size and
power-to-energy ratio for three selected use cases (Primary Control Reserve (PCR) frequency regulation,
residential PV-BESS and industrial PS): The ordinate indicates the nominal power for the associated
BESS on a logarithmic scale. The abscissa depicts nominal energy of the BESS on a logarithmic scale.
Despite not visualized in the figure, analysis of the databases also underlines that over 75% of PV-BESS
products and utility scale projects listed rely on NMC:C, NCA:C or LFP:C battery technologies.
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For frequency regulation (cf. Figure 8a) most projects have nominal power of above 1 MW and
follow a P:E ratio of approximately 1:1, but values spread out to either side. This is attributed to
local regulatory constraints forcing minimum size for market participation and/or minimum required
nominal energy for serving this power application [127]. Requirements of fast reaction speed and
steep ramp rates result in high power capability requirements for the BESS which may be challenging
for both batteries and power electronics of the system [132]. It is speculated, that deviating data
points with lower power to energy ratio may include BESS projects serving combined applications
(e.g., PCR plus local grid support, PCR plus UPS, etc.) and therefore some statistical outliers can be
found. Pooling concepts may allow for smaller storage units (≤1 MW) to participate in regulated PCR
markets, also.

LIB based storage systems analysis serving PS applications (cf. Figure 8b) reveal sizes between
a few ten kWh up to several MWh. The high variations observed are attributed to highly individual
demand patterns of industrial customers. Power to energy ratios between 4:1 and 1:4 are typical
for the BESS projects analyzed, matching well the task of PS storage systems to balance short term
load fluctuations over a DSO specified averaging time window of typically 15 min to 1 h [143].
Outliers showing lower power to nergy ratio may be attributed to regions with distinct regulatory
constraints, load patterns requiring extended storage dispatch or combined applications (e.g., PS plus
PV self consumption, PS plus UPS, ect.).

As apparent form Figure 8c, LIB storage used for PV-BESS show a distinct characteristics: the BESS
used to increase self-consumption of prosumer residential households feature storage size ranging
from approximately 1 kWh up to a few ten kWh. the power to energy ratio is typically found below
1:1. A more detailed analysis reveals, that system size is highly dependent on both PV-system size and
the households energy consumption [42,137]. The requirements of maximum power to energy ratio
(and resulting battery C-rate) are significantly lower in comparison to other applications; the storage
main task of daytime to nighttime energy shift results in an overall low power requirement [173].

Figure 8. Energy to power ratio analysis for selected real-world projects grouped by storage application:
(a) Frequency regulation, data from [86]; (b) Peak shaving, data from [86]; (c) Photovoltaic residential
battery storage system, data from [172].

For a more detailed discussion of requirement specifications for BESS, simulation data of the
storage operation in an exemplary showcase for each of the three depicted applications (PCR, PS,
and PV-BESS) is analyzed in detail. Simulations data was taken from previous investigations of battery
storage operation (PCR [132], PS [174] and PV-BESS [13]) and is based on common naive controller
operation strategies with no forecast or integrated dispatch optimization. Figure 9 shows histogram
plots (with logarithmic y-axis) of the three datasets evaluated for a full year of simulated operation:
While the upper diagrams (Figure 9a–c) shows the relative frequency count of battery SOC, the lower
panels (Figure 9d–f) depict the relative frequency count of the C-rate for the identical storage systems.
Positive C-rate values refer to charging, negative values to discharging of the BESS.
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As described in Section 4.1.1, BESS in PCR frequency regulation have to compensate for short term
(milliseconds to a few seconds) grid-fluctuations. Therefore, the rest-state SOC is forced to near 50%
to be prepared for fluctuations on either side with a slight offset accounting for nonunity conversion
efficiency of the BESS [132]. The analysis of C-rate (cf. Figure 9d), revels on average a moderate
cycle duty (C-rate ≤ ±0.5 C in more than 97% of the time) with few excitations. The SOC swing is
low, and rarely exceeds a DOD of ±20%. Referring to the aging of LIB (cf. Section 2.2), low DOD
cycles commonly result in minor cyclic aging effects and a dominance of calendric aging is anticipated.
This finding is well in line with previous aging analyses on PCR storage systems and underlines the
importance of calendar aging awareness particularly at intermediate SOC level (being sensitive to
choice of LIB cell and the system’s thermal management concept) for PCR storage systems in order to
achieve desired long project lifetimes [132].

As apparent from Figure 9b, a simple control strategy for BESS in a peak shaving application may
lead to SOC values near 100% at almost all times: Similar to UPS storage systems, for PS the system is
at full state during stand-by, if no particular forecast-based control strategy is applied. As discussed
earlier (cf. Section 2.2) such high rest state SOC of LIB may lead to prominent calendric aging. In case
unexpected load peaks are to be shaved the storage system needs to react with rapid high power
delivery from the battery systems. Accordingly, the spectrum analysis (cf. Figure 9e reveals few peaks
of high C-rate (1.2% of the time with C-rate ≥ ± 1, peak at −3.5 C). In summary, LIB storage systems
developed for peak shaving application are required to withstand high C-rates and cope with high
SOC rest states. In fact, a closer view on the PS profile matching the particular customer data analyzed
herein, reveals that only a few peaks are to be shaved resulting in less than ten full equivalent cycles
over the course of one year. In this particular case, cycle performance of the LIB may not be an issue
and the focus is on calendar aging mostly. In general, it may be worth to optimize the storage dispatch
strategy with an aim to lower average SOC in order to reduce calendar aging effects [174]. This may
allow avoiding high replacement cost for batteries (cf. Cdegrade in Equation (1)) within a typical PS
project lifetime of 10 years and more.

For PV-BESS application a direct charge/discharge (“greedy”) operation of a typically sized
residential battery storage system (EBESS

N = 5 kWh) leads to a SOC probability distribution spectrum
as is shown in Figure 9c. Two characteristic points within the SOC spectrum are apparent, being full
state (SOC ≈ 100%) and empty state (SOC ≈ 0%). With about 200 Full Equivalent Cycles (FEC)
charge throughput the cycle count on the battery cell level is found higher when compared to the
aforementioned application use cases PCR and PS. The non-symmetric C-rate diagram (cf. Figure 9f)
reveals a higher battery duty during charge (PV surplus) compared to overall low C-rates for discharge
caused by residential load demand (based on a smart meter data derived household load profile [175]).
It remains a challenge for state-of-art LIB systems to meet the requirements of PV-BESS of desired long
product lifetime comparable to that of photovoltaic generators (up to 20 years) taking into account the
full DOD swing and wide distribution of SOC states as well as the high amounts of charge throughput
at the low to moderate C-rates typically observed. Similar to PS application, it may be of interest
reduce the dwell time at high SOC of PV-BESS using appropriate controller strategies [138]. This will
be discussed in more detail in the following Section.

In conclusion, the selected use cases exemplary depicted in Figure 9 reveal the importance of
dedicated analysis of battery operation in a specific use case scenario. The individual load patterns
derived for each application may reveal distinct requirements for the BESS and particularly the
performance parameters of the LIB cells to be used. Note that simulation data shown here may not
be optimal from a battery degradation and overall economic point of view: System modelling and
tailored storage dispatch optimization is required to maximize the value of a storage system in a given
application use case, as is discussed in more detail in the following (cf. Section 5).
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C-ratemin = -3.5 h-1

Figure 9. Battery energy storage system (BESS) control analysis—Distribution of State of Charge (SOC)
and C-rate for three exemplary storage simulations for different use cases: (a,d) BESS in frequency
regulation (primary control reserve) application, data from [132]; (b,e) BESS in peak shaving application,
data from [174]; (c,f) BESS in PV residential battery storage system application, data from [13].

4.3. Future Developments

Combining applications may play an important role in the future, as stacking of applications
allows increasing profits of a storage system. However, finding suitable BESS control strategies for
stacking of applications may be challenging and it should be noted, that in various cases regulatory
constraints hinder the usage of a singular BESS for multiple applications if more than one stakeholder
is involved. Furthermore, performing application tasks by pooling and coordinated control of multiple
distributed storage systems may be of interest in a future power grid with more BESS installed at
various locations [176]. Bi-directional V2G is a particularly challenging example but starts to become
more frequently discussed in academia with an industrial context [119,177].

5. Simulation and Optimization for Stationary Battery Storage Systems

While Section 3 of this review provides an overview to battery topology and storage system design,
Section 4 lists a variety of BESS applications and attainable profits. For functional storage system
operation, combining the requirements of the application with the choice of an appropriate system
design is a key prerequisite. For a cost-efficient project realization, sizing, positioning and power
flow control are to be analyzed and specifically optimized. This Section aims to briefly review both
modeling tools readily available for the analysis of BESS in different applications with a sensitivity to
various parameters and discusses few optimization challenges frequently found in the context of BESS
grid integration.

5.1. Simulation and Modelling of Storage Systems

Despite model supported analysis of stationary storage systems has been conducted for specific
storage technologies and/or applications [137,178], little work exists, that summarizes well the existent
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modeling and simulation methods. Several distinct objectives often require specific approaches.
A non-comprehensive overview to some readily available modeling tools with their respective aim,
strengths, and shortcomings is presented in Table 6. Additional information and a summary of
tool-specific highlights is presented subsequently. The Table also provides information to user interface
and availability of source code. It is worth to mention, that in recent years open modeling approaches
and publicly available tools (“free to download”) have attained a significant interest in the energy sector,
as they are freely available to both academia and industry and allow a co-development of model
tool-kits with a larger community [179,180]. A similar trend might arise for battery storage modeling.
PerModAC was developed by researchers at the University of Applied Sciences Berlin (HTW Berlin,
Germany) to model the efficiency of PV-BESS systems. While the model features an integrated
approach including all components relevant for efficiency-modelling of PV-BESS (i.e., battery, inverter,
stand-by, and EMS control), the tool is confined to AC-coupling of BESS and does not allow modeling
of battery aging in its present version. The Matlab-based program code is available free of charge
to registered users, enabling widespread distribution and continued development by researchers
interested. The documentation is in German language only [181].

The Storage Value Estimation Tool (StorageVET) was developed by the US Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) and focuses on the profitability analysis for utility-scale storage projects. The web-based
tool allows a straightforward value estimation for BESS based on a set of predefined technical and
economical input parameters. It aims to allow for a fair comparison of profitability for storage
projects in different (utility scale) grid services, among different technologies and sizes as well as
locations. For battery type specific modeling, the tool is limited to a generalized approach of formalized
parameters (i.e., battery efficiency, SOC constraints, cycle and calendar lifetime estimations) and does
not include LIB technology specific models. Interestingly, value stacking (i.e., a multi-use application)
of storage systems is specifically addressed. StorageVET can be used at the interface with power flow
modeling tools via import/export of storage dispatch variables [182].

BLAST (Battery Lifetime Analysis and Simulation Tool) is a toolkit provided by the US National
Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL). The focus lies on LIB modeling, based on detailed battery
aging degradation analysis and functionality to long-term battery lifetime prediction. For usage
in automotive and stationary applications several specialized variants exist (e.g., BLAST-BTM
for PS application, BLAST-S for other utility-scale applications). For example, BLAST-BTM
provides a predefined user interface that allows convenient battery sizing optimization in a PS
application. However, the adaptability to variations of storage parameters (e.g., topology of batteries,
inverter system) is very limited. PV-BESS application is not focused at present. Only some variants
are available for free download (executable code with GUI interface) and support is limited to the
documentation provided [96].

SimSES (Simulation of Stationary Energy Storage Systems) is a modular object-oriented tool-chain
initiated and coordinated by researchers at Technical University of Munich (Germany). The Matlab-code
based toolkit allows holistic technical and economic modeling of storage systems in variable applications.
It features pre-implemented battery models (e.g., variants of LIB cells), includes storage system and
grid integration components (e.g., thermal management, power electronics components) and some
exemplary use-cases (e.g., PV-BESS, utility scale control reserve). Due to the open-modeling approach
and freely available source code, the integration of new features and variants is feasible with ease.
At present there exists no GUI or web interface, but SimSES objects can be directly accessed via the
Simulink graphical modeling environment [183].
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Table 6. Publicly available modeling tools for application-specific storage modeling.

Tool Name Application Aim Strengths Shortcomings User Interface Code Availability Reference

PerModAC PV-BESS Efficiency modeling of PV-BESS Detailed PV-BESS component analysis Only for AC-coupled PV-BESS topology Matlab code Free to download [181]Dedicated battery, inverter and controller modeling Battery aging not modeled

StorageVET Various Economic value assessment of BESS Validation through various industry projects No LIB technology specific models Web No [182]Multiple storage technologies implemented No PV-BESS modeling (focus: utility appl.)

Blast various Performance evaluation of BESS in Includes LIB performance and aging model, PV-BESS application not focused GUI No [96]automotive and stationary application Control strategy and optimization Limited to LIB

SimSES various Techno-economic assessment of BESS
Holistic approach (battery, grid link, appl.) No built-in optimization

Matlab code Open model [183]Hierarchical levels of sub-models precision Limited amount of applications
Generic and type-specific battery models No web user interface

HOMER Micro-Grid (MG)-appl.
Techno-economic Top-down approach for modeling and Only suitable for MG appl.

GUI/Web No [184]optimization of MG optimization of entire energy systems Model focus is not BESS,
with optional BESS Widely used and referenced in publications but entire energy system

SAM BTM-appl.
Performance prediction and Detailed economic analysis Coarse time resolution (hours)

GUI No [185]cost estimation for Generic modeling of LIB and PbA Only BTM application focused
grid-scale projects Dedicated voltage, thermal, lifetime mod. LIB aging model adaption not feasible
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HOMER (Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy Resources) originally developed by NREL
is available as commercial tool for modeling and optimization of MG featuring fossil generation,
renewable power sources, storage, and load management. As such, the focus is not on the battery
itself but on the full grid level. For MG applications, straightforward cost optimization is feasible
using HOMER and storage system modeling features estimation of efficiency, self-discharge and aging.
The commercial tool features a free trial version and a web-based tool access [184,186].

SAM (System Advisor Model) is a tool specifically designed for modeling of PbA and LIB in
PV-BESS applications. The battery modeling is based on detailed capacity, voltage, thermal and lifetime
sub-models, which can be parametrized e.g., using battery data sheets. In order to execute time-series
calculations it requires user-defined operation strategies. In conjunction with financial modeling
parameters, SAM allows a straightforward techno-economic analysis. Similar to aforementioned
PerModAC, in its present version, SAM is limited to AC coupling of storage [185].

In summary, various tools for modeling of LIB in stationary applications are available to date.
These tools have a distinct aim and show individual strength and drawbacks as summarized in
Table 6. Despite solving related optimization problems is partly feasible with some tools listed, typical
optimization challenges involving BESS grid applications are complex and require specifically tailored
and proprietary code design, which will be analyzed next.

5.2. Optimization Tasks for Usage of BESS in BTM and Grid Applications

While the modeling tools presented allow for generalized and simple ab-initio calculations of
technical and economical parameters for LIB based storage projects, various challenges can only
be tackled using specifically adapted optimization techniques. This work does not aim to give a
comprehensive guide to the broad field of optimization, but shall solely mention a number of solution
techniques often used in the context of BESS grid integration. The benefit of BESS is highly affected by
various degrees of freedom including BESS sizing and system component composition, optimal placement
in a grid infrastructure as well as the storage dispatch and control obeying the application(s) of choice.
Various different approaches have been proposed in literature for such optimization challenges both in
the simulation and planing as well as the operation phases.

In a first step, optimization criteria and cost function formulation have to be defined: apart from
revenue maximization, other optimization goals have been defined and analyzed such as CO2

impact minimization [187] and—to a lesser extent—efficiency optimization (i.e., minimization of heat
dissipation) [177].

While methodologies for sizing and control have been reviewed previously specifically for a
MG context [188], a more comprehensive overview of optimization algorithms and their usage in
context of distribution grid planning has been provided by others [124]. Only recently a detailed review
dedicated specifically to the energy management of stationary BESS has been given by Weitzel et al. [10].
Similar to their work, a categorization of solution techniques for BESS related optimization problems
is provided in Table 7. In brief, the computational approaches used can be distinguished according
their algorithmic complexity: Straightforward programming approaches based on sensitivity studies or
iterative methods may circumvent optimization techniques and screen the solution space step-by-step via
iterative execution. Gradient methods and deterministic optimization techniques allow for better accuracy
and faster computing but may be used only if the optimization problem can be formulated adequately.
Linear Programming (LP), Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) Non-Linear Programming
(NLP), and Dynamic Programming (DP) methods have been identified within this group. Stochastic and
meta-heuristic methods are commonly more demanding in computing power and require sophisticated
parametrization. These are listed along with real-time control approaches as the problem sets often
involve uncertainty (variable forecasts of load and generation; interplay of multiple units in a MG,
ect.). To solve the complex problems various algorithmic approaches have been proposed, e.g., Fuzzy
Logic Control (FLC), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Inventory Model
(InvM), Model Predictive Control (MPC).
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We distinguish among these algorithmic approaches separately with respect to the optimization
goal of best suited sizing, placing or dispatching the storage unit and show which applications were
addressed in the exemplary work analyzed. After a brief discussion of some highlighted papers,
present and future developments in the field of modeling and optimization for application stacking
(multi-use) and multi-storage concepts are discussed separately (cf. Section 4.1.5).

Table 7. Overview to computational approaches for BESS integration to various fields of applications.
The table shows a classification of optimization goals versus computational approaches.

Computational Approach Sizing of BESS Placement of BESS Dispatch of BESS

Sensitivity Studies and PV-BESS [189] Grid support [190]
Iterative Methods MG [191]

Gradient/Deterministic Opt. PV-BESS[42] Multi-use [192] PV-BESS [193,194]
(e.g., LP, NLP, MILP, DP) PS [143] Industry/PS [195]

Stochastic/Meta-heuristic Opt. Grid support [196] Grid support [196] PV-BESS [197,198]
and Real-Time Control MG [199] MG [199] V2G [200]

(e.g., FLC, GA, InvM, MPC) PCR/SCR[128,131] PS [143,201]
PV-BESS [202] MG [203]

PCR/SCR[136]

5.3. Sizing of BESS

An appropriate sizing of both energy content and rated power capability of a BESS is of uttermost
importance. For cost competitive project realization the project ROI is to be optimized, i.e., a fair
balance between investment cost (Cinv), operational cost (COPEX), degradation related cost (Cdegrade)
and attainable profit (PAPL) has to be found (cf. Equation (1)). Various computational approaches
have proven to meet application-specific challenges: Optimal sizing of a BESS in PCR application
was studied in detail by Oudalov et al. [143]: The authors use a rule-based BESS dispatch approach
matching European UCTE grid constraints for control reserve provision and execute various cost-profit
optimization runs based on a historical data analysis. They demonstrate the BESS for provision of
ancillary services and give an appropriate control method based on the current battery SOC. A later
work on battery storage based provision of control reserve by Borsche et al. [131] demonstrates how
set-point adjustments can be implemented algorithmically and evaluate a technical minimum of
necessary power and energy content for the BESS based on historic data analysis. However, it is
important to note, that for various markets minimum required capacity is subject to regulations.
A comprehensive sensitivity analysis of battery and inverter size for battery home-storage systems
with respect to self-sufficiency and cost has been presented by Weniger et al. [189]. The sensitivity
study reveals the suitability of state-of-art battery and inverter systems for a PV-BESS application
depending on a customer’s load profile and PV generation. Aging aware cost-optimal sizing of
inverter and storage systems for PV-BESS can also be derived via linear programming approaches [42].
However, this approach requires linearization and thus simplification of aging cost functions when
applied to LIB. A different approach has been chosen by Schneider et al. [202] demonstrating the
applicability of inventory models to find near-optimal storage sizing whilst being able to cope with load
and generation uncertainty. Other recent work investigates the usage of a community energy storage
system for optimized self-consumption of multiple households - the sensitivity analysis reveals optimal
sizes for PbA and LIB systems [191]. In fact, in various contributions sizing of storage is combined
with a secondary objective (e.g., combined sizing and placement [190,196,199], or combined sizing and
dispatch optimization PS [128]). These approaches are discussed in the following Subsections.

5.4. Placement of BESS

As identified by Hoffman et al. [204], until recent only little work was available analyzing optimal
placement of storage systems in power grids. An integrated approach for BESS sizing and placement in
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a MG context based on metaheuristic particle swarm optimization techniques was recently presented
by Sedghi et al. [199]. Others have analyzed the optimal placement and sizing of a community BESS
in a multi-objective grid support function: Geth et al. [196] uses a genetic algorithm approach and
pareto-optimal frontier detection techniques to optimize the impact of BESS integration with respect
to multiple conflicting interests of the storage stakeholders and the DSO. A subsequent work by
Tant et al. [192] takes into account the active and reactive power flow within the modeled sample grid
and is based on full profile data knowledge. A more recent work by Karanki et al. [190] investigates
optimal capacity and placement of BESS in an exemplary distribution network based on dissipation
loss minimization. The non-linear optimization problem was solved using a PSO-based algorithm
converging within few iterations.

5.5. Dispatch of BESS

Some typical heuristic and rule-based approaches for storage system control, have been analyzed
in context of prominent application examples (cf. Section 4.2). A challenging task to overcome, when
optimizing the battery dispatch (i.e., the charge/discharge behavior) is the strong non-linearity and
functional complexity of storage performance parameters (e.g., rate-capacity effect, aging-induced
capacity fade), their sensitivity to external parameters (e.g., temperature), and the uncertainty of
application derived power requirements. In most approaches, only some depicted aspects of the
potential parameter variability is analyzed and optimized. For example, dynamic programming
approaches were applied successfully to achieve the complex tasks of combined sizing and dispatch
optimization in PS [128]. However, unperturbed historical load data was used as a storage input
and aging was not modeled. In fact, a more recent paper demonstrates how DP approaches can also
be used for a residential storage application including a simple linear calendric aging model [193].
Koller et al. [201] introduced a DOD dependent battery aging cost function to determine an optimized
BESS operation in a PS application. Such definition of an explicit cost function may prove very valuable
for deterministic optimization and real-time control of a storage unit: e.g., Goebel et al. [136] studied
different control strategies suited for secondary control reserve trading with battery storage based on
an aging-averse cost function. While the electro-thermal cell model allows monitoring calendric and
cyclic aging effects the controller model is trained with historic data but may cope with unforeseen
variations of application demand and profit.

Load uncertainty and forecasting methods are of extraordinaire importance for the optimal
performance of predictive BESS dispatch control strategies. These are investigated in more detail in
various contributions : A comprehensive dispatch optimization with respect to external influencing
parameters like feed-in tariff or time of use tariff for a residential battery storage system is given e.g.,
by [194]. Persistence based controller strategies for PV-BESS in different coupling topologies have
been proposed and demonstrated allowing e.g., to lower dwell time at high SOC in order to minimize
calendric aging effects whilst maintaining similar profitability [138,197]. Bergner investigates in
detail, how improved PV-BESS control strategies could reduce power feed in to the distribution
grid [198]. Like most contributions optimizing BTM storage operation, this work however does not
reflect back-coupling effects of storage integration to the overlying grid structure. Analysis of this
aspect has been analzed in more detail in a MG context: For example, Pegueroles-Queralt et al. [203]
developed a control strategy for MG connected AC/DC inverters coupled to BESS aiming to optimize
the switching control of power converter units within the system.

In context of the Internet of Things (IoT) an increasing number of decentralized systems with
distributed control also the interplay of multiple storage systems to fulfilling one or more tasks has
attained more interest in recent years. The operational control of the energy management within such
multi-player systems is a challenging task with various degrees of freedom. Coordinated [205] and
non-coordinated [206,207] methods have been proposed to cope with the control challenges. Others
have proposed and simulated combined control methods (local, distributed and central control) for
voltage and load manaement in a distribution network [208]. Coordinated charge control for V2G
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support of power grids has also been analyzed and optimited—e.g., Singh et al. [200] demonstrated
coordinated control of vehicle and charging stations using a FLC based algorithm in a real time scenario.

6. Results and Future Directions for Research

This review paper analyzes technical concepts of LIB based storage systems and grid interface with
respect to their applicability for stationary applications. The main findings can be summarized as follows:

• A simple generic formula is proposed for profitability analysis of BESS: It takes into account cost
and revenue attainable by the integration of battery storage systems in stationary applications.
Technical parameters of the storage system (e.g., battery aging and system efficiency) have to
considered on the cost side. Revenues are determined by the application of choice. For profit
maximization, trade-off between cost and revenue is to be found via choice of best suited battery
technology, suitable storage system design as well as optimization of several degrees of freedom
named below.

• To date, LIB cell development has been driven mostly by the automotive industry and portable
devices, pushing mainly for peak power performance and higher energy density. As requirements
of stationary applications are distinct, the suitability of current and future LIB cell technologies
are to be reviewed. Technical parameters of three state-of-art LIB technologies (NMC:C, NCA:C
and LFP:C) are assessed with respect to applicability of implementation in stationary storage:
Each show individual strength and drawbacks. Interesting candidates for next generation of LIB
cells are briefly analyzed, but a technology scoring better in all performance indicators identified
for stationary systems seems not in sight for the near future.

• Both battery aging and overall system efficiency losses are identified as prominent cost drivers
for today’s LIB based stationary storage systems. A better understanding of the cell internal
degradation mechanisms as well as system topology optimization will be detrimental for
improved system design with better performance: The full potential of the system can only
be accessed if a holistic approach is chosen already early in the design phase.

• To assess among various system topologies and thermal concepts available for BESS, it is important
to define test protocols and monitor the system behavior in the desired application use-case.
Ab-initio modelling using tools available to the public may help to serve the task of selecting best
components for a specific LIB based stationary storage project.

• Second-life and particularly second-use (i.e., integration of used and virgin automotive battery
packs for stationary applications) concepts are seen as a potential driver for more cost competitive
large-scale storage systems. Technical challenges of system integration based on these concepts
are yet to be addressed.

• Application classification: A classification of BESS applications to four main categories is proposed:
Ancillary service, Behind the meter, Energy trading, and Investment deferral & Local grid support.
Combined applications (i.e. value stacking of aforementioned applications, island-grid/microgrid,
and V2G applications) are also discussed in this context: These are assumed particularly relevant
for both revenue optimization and compatibility with future power-grids.

• Application analysis: within the application families three typical use cases are selected (PCR,
PV-BESS and PS) and storage operation in these applications is analyzed via simple data analysis.
A link to battery technology, system design and optimization is provided, as the applications
require distinct cell and system features.

• A set of publicly available modelling tools for technical and economic assessment of BESS is
compared. Individual features and limitations are named; the authors believe, that open-source
modelling approaches will allow not only for widespread model usage but also improvement
and refinement of tool-chains necessary for next-generation stationary storage systems.

• System optimization and control: To access the full potential of a BESS in a desired application,
various optimization tasks are to be addressed: Contributions considering the sizing of storage,
the placement of system and the dispatch strategy for the BESS unit are reviewed and grouped
according algorithmic approach and application use-case studied.
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• Sizing related challenges are highly use case specific and were studied with numerous different
algorithmic approaches. Placement related challenges are often discussed in a micro-grid/local
distribution grid related context, combined (multi-objective) approaches of sizing and placement
rely on stochastic/metaheuristic algorithms.

• For optimal system operation a sophisticated EMS control is required. It should be aware of
forecast errors, battery specific parameters, system topology and thermal concept as well as
application constraints. None of the literature reviewed can cope with all the above criteria
simultaneously. However, interesting approaches tackle a subset of dispatch optimization related
challenges with either deterministic or (more frequently), meta-heuristic approaches. It is believed,
that particularly real-time control of BESS will be a focus area of future research—possibly linked
to data-driven model refinement.

Apart from these current developments pointed out a few more speculative future developments
are mentioned in this review. Future directions of R&D driven developments for stationary battery
storage systems might include:

• Driven by overwhelming demand for LIB cells in the automotive sector, an increased tailoring
of LIB cell development towards performance indicators suitable for vehicular requirements is
supposed: Pursuing lower investment cost per kilowatt-hour, this could be at the cost of a lower
calendar and particularly cycle lifetime. Also development for new cell technologies fulfilling
these requirements (e.g., potentially LiS) might overtop development of cells potentially favored
for stationary applications (e.g., LTO:MOX). As such, aging aware storage system design and
operation might be of increased importance for future stationary LIB storage projects.

• At the system level, TCO-driven project realization might underline the importance of system
efficiency and dissipative losses. Multi-level converters could be a breakthrough technology,
if produced at reasonable cost, as these may allow boosting the efficiency attainable on the system
level.

• Despite the anticipated LIB industry-leading role of automotive developments, not all related
concepts discussed in this review are projected to obtain breakthrough: V2G and second-life
battery re-use concepts demand profound battery knowledge extensive R&D on the system level
(to overcome today’s technical challenges). Despite low initial investment costs, the absolute cost
advantage might fade. Assembling off-the-shelf automotive packs for stationary systems might
be a viable option for short to mid-term, and could pave the way to future battery module and
pack concepts compatible with direct usage in both automotive and stationary systems.

• The digitization and the Internet of Things (IoT) are believed to rapidly penetrate the energy
sector including storage devices. As such, R&D should analyze further operation concepts of
distributed and small to mid-scale BESS for grid-scale applications.

In Summary, various technical improvements are in sight for all contributing areas discussed
in this review including Lithium-ion battery technology, storage system design, and control.
However, in order to exploit the full potential of BESS for stationary applications, it will be detrimental
to link the technical features of BESS to application and grid framework via simulation and modeling
approaches. Validation of such models using real-world data will help to further improve the system
design and better match the requirements of a future power system.
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Abbreviations

AC Alternating Current.
B-TMS Battery-TMS.
BESS Battery Energy Storage System.
BMS Battery Management System.
BTM Behind-the-Meter.
C Carbon-Graphite.
CH Charge.
DC Direct Current.
DCH Discharge.
DOC Depth of Cycle.
DOD Depth of Discharge.
DP Dynamic Programming.
DSO Distribution System Operator.
ECM Equivalent Circuit Model.
EMS Energy Management System.
ESS Energy Storage Systems.
EV Electric Vehicles.
FEC Full Equivalent Cycles.
FLC Fuzzy Logic Control.
GA Genetic Algorithm.
HV High-Voltage.
InvM Inventory Model.
IoT Internet of Things.
ISO Independent System Operator.
LCOE Levelized Cost of Electricity.
LFP Lithium-Iron-Phosphate.
LIB Lithium-Ion Battery.
LiS Lithium-Sulfur.
LP Linear Programming.
LTO Lithium-Titanate-Oxide.
LV Low-Voltage
MG Micro-Grid.
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming.
MOX Metal-Oxide.
MPC Model Predictive Control.
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracker.
MV Medium-Voltage.
NaS Sodium(Na)–Sulfur Battery.
NCA Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum-Oxide.
NLP Non-Linear Programming.
NMC Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt.
OCV Open Circuit Voltage.
PbA Lead(Pb)-Acid.
PCM Physical-Chemical Models.
PCR Primary Control Reserve.
PS Peak Shaving.
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PSO Particle Swarm Optimization.
PV Photovoltaic.
PV-BESS Residential Photovoltaic Battery Storage System.
RES Renewable Energy Sources.
ROI Return on Investment.
S-TMS System-TMS.
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition.
SEI Solid Electrolyte Interphase.
SOC State of Charge.
SOH State of Health.
TCO Total Cost of Ownership.
TMS Thermal Management System.
UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply.
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid.
XHV Extra-High-Voltage.
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